INTRODUCTION
It Is indeed a pleasure to have the opportunity of discussing at this winter school some of the Intriguing spectral features emerging fron pion studies at the BEVALAC.
Soae of the systematic features of the pion spectra have been presented to you in the earlier talk of Prof. Nagamiya. He has showed that the pioa cross sections asymptotically approach in exponential decrease with increasing pion energy.
The limiting slope becomes systematically less steep with increasing beam energy and with increasing mass at a given bean energy. 
THREE KINDS OF FUNNY HILLS
We first examine the main T + hills observed by our TOSABE (TOkyo-OSakaBErkeley) collaboration using a scintillation range telescope on the Ne + N«F system. Fig. 1 from this work 1 shows a main peak in the backward direc tion at a rapidity of -0.4. Of course, by symmetry there must be a corre sponding forward peak. These peaks are closely analogous to those seen by Cochran et al. in p + p -n + + X at 730 MeV. These peaks are explained in the isobar model as the decay of aligned 4(1232) resonances of spin 3/2. For Ne + NaF at 400A MeV the peak has pulled in to near target rapidity but we may still attribute the peak to decay of a A(1232) , now virtual. We called atten tion to a second kind of funny hill in the SOOA MeV data involving much slower pions (cm.) and situated near 90° (cm.) at ~ 0.5 m¥c momentum. This funny hill of the second kind did not appear in 400A MeV data, 3 as is evident in Fig. 1 . He will not comment on the Fb target data in Fig. 1 .
About the same time that we reported the neon data Wolf et al. reported the funny hill of the second kind also in
Ar + Ca at 1.05A GeV. Fig. 2 here •hows our computer-drawn contour plots using their range telescope data alone (lower half) and combining their data (solid dots show Locations of their data points, with open circles the symmetry-reflected points) with our magnetic spectrometer data (upper half, with our 70 data bins lying within the bold line enclosing our spectrometer acceptance. Now there are some minor differ ences on a couple of data points in the region where the edge of our accep tances overlap, though for most of the overlap we have remarkable agreement* Their data alone suggest a ridge, but combined with oars there seens to be more an undulating plateau. At any rate the feature goes out in V± to about 0.4 m"c and seems surely to be analogous to what we called a funny hill of the second kind in the Ne data.
Note that the funny hill of the first kind, the &-decay peak, seems to be washed out in the Ar data. He suggest that its absence is a consequence of more rescattering of pions in the greater mass system. We next consider the sharpest and most dramatic feature, the TT~ peaks near beam velocity. To follow the chronological order of their first observa tion I shall call them for this talk funny hills of tie third kind. Their thorough investigation is the subject of a forthcoming publication.
I will just show one example from yet more recent work.
In Fig. 3 we see isometric and contour plots of the Lorentz-invariant cross-sectioa for T~ in Ne + NaF at 138A MeV. The IT spectra always show a depression near beam velocity. We believe the TT~ peak and * hole are consequences of Coulomb focussing by projectile fragments.
Quantitative fits on this basis are made by Radi et al., in which the primary fragment distribution and momentum dispersions of compound nuclei before nucleon evaporation play the central role.
Gyulassy and Eaufmanc have given treatments of the Coulomb focussing effects and fit our earlier data 1 with a model of thermally expanding fire ball and spectators (cf. their Figs. 2 and 6). Their spectator temperature parameter should, in light of later work, not be regarded literally but rather as a parameter that mocks up the momentum dispersion of bound projec tile fragments.
Libbrecht and Koonln
also studied the Cbulomb effect on plons. They not only attributed the beam velocity if -peak (hill of the third kind) to Goulomb effects but also the low energy mid-rapidity IT peak (hill of the second kind) to Coulomb effects.
To reproduce data \jf Wolf et al. they needed to postulate some nuclear charge strung out on the line between frag ments. As we shall show in a later figure, the hill of the second kind also occurs in Tf~ spectra, thus making a pure Coulomb explanation implausible.
TT/TT + RATIOS NEAR CENTER OF MASS
In subsequent work Cugnon and Koonin" restudied the pica Coulomb problem by Monte Carlo methods with relativlstlc trajectories. Their plot of K~/TT ratios at 0° for the Ar on Ca ° collision at 1.05A fiteV shows the familiar beam' velocity peak ("third kind") but in addition a secondary peak at rest in the center-of-mass. Their TT~/IT ratio is about 5.5 at the center-of-mass.
Our group* then measured both T and * c.a. frame for 1.05A GeV Ar on natural C, Ca, and U targets. The spectra along the 16° (lab) angle are shown in Fig. 4 . The spectra are seen to be quite flat except for "~ from the uranium target. Furthermore, this flatness holds over the whole region of our spectrometer acceptance (shorn in Fig. 2 contributions of different charge centers add as scalar terms, depending on Magnitude but not on direction of the relative velocity vector between the pion and each charge center.
For unequal nuclear charges the cancellation is considerable but not complete, and Fig. 5 shows the calculated in-plane velocity shift field for ig AT (below) and 2 Q °* ( a b o v e ) in a grazing collision at 1.05A GeV (lab;. The shifts are seen to be quite large, making perturbative approxima tions Impractical. By stepping the initial velocity by small increments the classical Jacobians were evaluated. The number by each arrowhead is the ratio of *""/* Jacobians for given initial velocity (to compare with experiment one would need the ratio for given final velocity). The ratio in italics by the adddle of each arrow is taken from the approximation of the Jacobian out to the first order term, the divergence of the velocity shift field. This approximation is seen not to be very good.
In order to compare with available pion inclusive data a more complicated calculation must be done, averaging over impact parameters. Pions will not always' originate on tho mid-point between charge centers, and cancellation of Coulomb effects for slow pions will, as we shall see, be not so complete as for grazing cases. (1) the pions should originate from the surface, not through out the collision volume, (2) those trajectories that passed through nuclear matter should be rejected due to pion reabsorption, (3) the pions should be emitted at the time of closest approach, not the late stage of the collision and (4) a two-fireball thermal plus first-collision source for initial pion momentum distribution was taken, rather than a single thermal source.
We initially anticipated a high degree of cancellation of Coulomb effects on low energy pions by the participant protons expanding faster in all direc tions.
Thus, the Monte Carlo calculation was carried out considering only spectator charges left after geometrical scraping out of participants. The initial position was selected randomly along a quadrant of the intersection ring of the original nuclei. The initial momentum was selected from a distri bution flat in momentum space (the two-fireball source function was brought in at a later stage as a weighting function in binning final momenta). We now apply these Monte Carlo results to the problem of the n~/tt ratio near rest in the cm.
Besides the spectator Coulomb factor we have to con sider She effect of the 52 neutron excess in NaF. Also the participant charge cannot be strictly ignored, since in our model the pions'do not start from the origin but from the intersection ring. We have not attempted a general solu tion of the participant charge effect but have derived the Coulomb contribu tion for the special case of zero-energy (cm.) pions. Table II summarizes the three factors and their product, the theoretical TT~/W ratio. The Coulomb factors are expected to scale roughly as ZR -1 ''irc.mT » an< ' thus in Table II they are slightly smaller for the argon system than' for neon due to the higher energy of the former. The above scaling rule from Ref. 13 Is specialized to symmetric collisions, with Z the charge, R the nuclear radius, and k"c>m> the wave number of a pion at rest in the cm. evaluated in the lab frame. " The final agreement in Table II is satisfactory, considering the many approximations in the theory. We have taken a great deal of this paper to describe the new Monte Carlo trajectory work, which might seem a diversion from the "funny hills" theme. However, besides addressing the ir~/ir ratio at the origin the new work has shown spectator Coulomb effects not to be responsible for hills other Khan the ir~ peak near beam velocity and possibly the 0° bump at 0.1 m^c. This general flatness result was not trivially to be expected, since celestial mechanics contains pecularities in the > 3-body problem such as Trojan points of stability, the shepherding moon behavior around Saturn, etc. Furthermore, the theory in both Refs. 11 and 12 suggested other hills due to Coulomb effects.
POSSIBLE PION ORBITING ABOUT FrREBALL(S)
In this talk I have deferred until now showing fully the data that really convinced us that the mid-rapidity hills of the second kind did not have a trivial Coulomb explanation. Only 0° and 90" cm. cuts of these data were shown on the Monte Carlo plots just preceding.
In Figs. 14 and 15 you see isometric and contour plots of the ir~ invar iant cross-sections for Ne plus NaF at 655A MeV. The highest peak (upperright hand corner) is the now-familiar beam velocity peak (hill of the third kind).
However, there is new structure at mid-rapidity, with the crosssection peaking above 3 b sr GeV~ at 90" cm. and 0.4 m^ momentum. The TT funny hill of the second kind reported in Refs. 1 and 4 has its counterpart in Tt~l It is thus highly unlikely that there is a simple Coulotti. explanation foi the 90° cm. hills of the second kind. In Fig. 16 we show the contour plot of our » + data for the same system and in Fig. 17 The data on the mid-rapidity bumps generally peak away from zero (cm.) momentum.
Let us assume the bump data are snapshots of the boson-condensed pion wave function in momentum space.
By elementary quantum mechanics the Fourier transform should give us the wave function in configuration space.
The mid-rapidity bump in the neon neasurements could be approximated by a lp harmonic oscillator wave function. Inclusive measurements cannot tell us whether the wave function is toroidal, i.e. cylindrically symmetric about the baa. axis, or dumb-bell-shaped lying In or out of the reaction plane* Let us assume a dumb-bell shaped p-wave functions with lobes perpendicular to the reaction plane. The wave function in both of the other directions will be a slaple Gaueian in either momentum or configuration space. In the third direc tion the configuration-space wave function dependence is Y(y) -Hy exp(-y 2 /2r*)
The sine Fourier transform of this gives the momentum space wave function
The aaximum value of the former Is at y^ • rQ and of the latter at k.* -r o This result Is exactly the saire as we gave intuitively earlier from the uncer tainty principle. A momentum maximum of pj * 0.5 mTc means r1 -3 fm. At this distance r, from the collision axis is the maximum probability of the transiently occupied fl-orbital in the neon system. It is probably pushing the data too far to infer a size along the beam direction from the extent of the •onenturn bump In the pg direction. However, the half width in momentum in the parallel direction seems less than half the perpendicular p1 value. This would imply a parallel distance in the pion wave function of 6 or 7 fm.
The Ar data are not so clear cut, as there are unresolved differences between the independent measurements. Qualitatively, the analysis gives similar distances, perhaps a little shorter in the parallel direction and a bit longer in the perpendicular.
How can such orbitals form, and why is a p-orbital, instead of the lowest •-orbital apparently occupied? We note that a slow-moving pion In the fringe region of an expanding nuclear fireball (or two) should receive a binding contribution from the p-wave interaction with nucleons streaming by it during the expansion. The absorption process, whereby the pion vanishes and gives Its rest-mass energy to two nucleons, may be weak in the fringing region, where nucleon density in phase space may be relatively low. By the same token an s-wave function may be less favorable from both standpoints -poorer bind ing from outward-streaming nucleons and stronger true absorption. The problem calls for theoretical attention. A p-wave pion at 3 fm has -15 MeV of cen trifugal energy, so this order of hadronic binding energy is needed. Theo retical work might follow the lead of that of T. Ericson and F. Myhrer 1 ' and of Mandelzweig et al., who calculate binding of pion s-states in nuclei. These works, dealing with unexcited nuclei, indeed-show"bound states but with such large absorption widths as to be unobservable. Perhaps the heavy ion collision provides for a fleeting instant a suitable environment for such pion bound states, and their boson properties enhance the occupation of these states. The italic numbers midway on the solid *arrow are the corresponding ratios for the approximations J « 1 -V'5v. It is not correct to equate these ratios with common initial velocity to TT/TT Coulomb ratios, since the velocity shifts are so large. One would need to divide Jacobians at the same final velocity.
Fig. 6
Schematic sketches of heavy Ira collision and pion production for three successive times (cm.). 
